THE GUN DOG SOCIETY INC.
Affiliated with Dogs NSW
RETRIEVING TRIALS
21st and 22nd MARCH 2020
TARANA  NSW

JUDGES: SUNDAY  22nd March 2020
NOVICE:  CLAIRE WADE  NSW
RESTRICTED: JOE BARBER  NSW
ALL AGE:  RAY TEMPLE  NSW

Novice Stake - a Stake confined to Gundogs that (to the date of the Trial) have not won any Stake other than four (4) Novice Stakes (Beginners' Tests are excluded) or have (not) gained Championship Points and/or been awarded an AARD title.

Restricted Stake - a Stake confined to Gundogs that have not won five (5) Restricted Stakes, or have (not) gained Championship Points and/or been awarded an AARD title.

All Age Stake - a Stake confined to Gundogs that have won a Novice (Stake) or have placed first, second or third in a Restricted Stake

PLEASE NOTE: If one Judge is judging two stakes at this Trial, on the same day, then Competitors cannot enter the same dog in both stakes.

RETRIEVES:
Novice: Single Mark Retrieves not exceeding 100 metres on land or in water.
Restricted: On land or in water, including at least one Blind Find Retrieve.
All Age: On land or in water including at least one Blind Find Retrieve and a test for steadiness in the Hide.

(There will be 3 runs for each Stake unless otherwise stated at start of the Trial)

TROPHIES:
ALL STAKES: Cash & Sash 1st, 2nd & 3rd Place  NOVICE: Sash only 4th Place

Entry Fees  Novice: $18.00  Restricted & All Age: $20.00
(No payments by EFT. Entries available online.) (Cheques payable to The Gun Dog Society Inc.)
(Only official entry forms accepted. Numbers to be collected at Vetting)

Entries Close: Monday 13 March 2020
Draw: Tuesday 14 March 2020 at 8pm at the Trial Secretary’s home

Entries on EASY DOG ENTRIES or to the Trial Secretary:
Kirsty Blair, 476 Springwood Road, Yarramundi. NSW 2753
Telephone: 0481 216 409  Email: kirstyeblair@gmail.com

Vetting: 7.30am  Vetting Officer: TBA

ACCOMMODATION ON SITE – unpwered

DOGS NSW REPRESENTATIVE: TBC

These Trials are run under the Rules and Regulations of the A.N.K.C. & Dogs NSW. It is a condition of entry at all Gundog Society Trials that handlers may be asked to Steward at their respective Stakes. The Society is grateful for your co-operation.

IMPORTANT - It is a term and condition of entry to any trial conducted by The Gun Dog Society Inc. that a person who enters a dog in a trial or handles a dog at a trial does not return to the property on which the trial is conducted or visit that property before the trial without the prior written permission of the Trial Manager. Any breach of this term and condition will automatically bar the offender from entering any trial conducted by The Gun Dog Society or handling a dog at any such trial for five (5) years.